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Miguel Longuenda was born in Africa, country: Angola. He was born on
November 13,1995.
He is a polyglot, he speaks portuguese, french, italian, english and spanish.  He
studied and lived in México. He is single, and his great dream is to marry with a
mexican woman and live in mexico for good. He loves spanish and mexico. He is
a Writer, an english teacher, businessman, interpreter, and project designer.
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Dishonest Love
 
I've tried many times
To explain how much i love you
But the more i try, the less you care
The less you care the more i cry
 
Your heart is closed to my love
Don't know what went wrong
Neighter how can i make you love me again
And now my heart is crying
I feel a deep sadness spreading in my soul
 
My soul is dying
My love is fading away
My desire turned to fury
and my dreams are all covered by the shadows of doubt
 
You're my dishonest love
That makes me smile and cry
That makes me give up and try
And only your love is the cure of my wounds.
 
Thank you!
 
Michael Brainy
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In Flames
 
Simply I can't believe
The way you smile is simply amazing
I see the bright in your face every moment you smile
It's like the sunrise lighting up the earth
 
Simply I can't stand by, while my body is in flames
The way your body is connected to my body, It makes me in flames
Filled by the passion
Blind by the shadow of love
 
No woman but you can make me feel like this
Like sparkling wine in the bottle
Like butter melted by the cruel sun
No woman but you can turn the impossible possible
 
I'm in flames
When your arms are around my chest
When my arms are around your breast
I really feel in flames
 
Thank you!
 
Michael Brainy
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Memories
 
It was you and i in midnight
Chasing happiness for each moment we had
We were like Romeo and Juliet, beholding one another
Both you and i was breathless, because of the amazing touches and kisses we
gave
our story was indescribable, anyone could explain it, only you and i
 
i remember every moment we had, like i remember the beauty of sunrise
i felt my blood running through my veins
my soul was nude of passion, and my haert amazed.
this immortal love remains on me
 
 
Memories are like fire
It burns my body when i remember your touches ~
Memories are like nightmare
it haresses my mind wwhen i can't see you
 
But while you were mine
i could feel the joy spreading over my haert
i could value the hours and seconds by your side
because every minute with you means an eternity
 
Now this story did fade away
our moments of passion became moments of anguish
maybe one day we see each othjer again
maybe one day we see the sunrise together
because when we are taliking about happiness
we have no time to spare.
 
Thank you
 
Michael Brainy
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Mother
 
SOMETIMES MY WORDS AREN´T ENOUGH
TO EXPRESS YOUR GOODNESS
SOMETIMES MY HEART DOESN´T HAVE ENOUGH SPACE
TO EXPRESS THE LOVE THAT I FEEL
 
MY ENDLESS LOVE GOES BEYOND THE UNIVERSE
MOTHER! MY BELOVED FLOWER
THE ONLY FLOWER I CAN WATER
THE ONLY SHINE I CAN BEHOLD
 
MOTHER!
YOUR GREATNNESS IS MY JOY
YOUR STRUGGLES ARE MY INSPIRATIONS
TO HELP ME FIGHTING FOR NY DREAMS
SOMETIMES YOU´RE THE ONLY HOPE I NEED TO SURVIVE
IT´S INEXPLICABLE, BUT THIS HOPE CAN´T END UP IN VAIN
 
MOTHER! MY SWEET MOTHER
THE BRIGHT OF MY EYES
THE SECRET OF MY SUCCESS
MY EVERYTHING, AND MY HEROINE.
 
THANK YOU!
 
Michael Brainy
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My Beloved Woman
 
I remember once
when we first met and fell in love
It was just you and i, like a new journey
That journey was the only thing i believed
We were stuck in love, covered by passion and madness
 
And when we're together, we fear nothing
because our love is our strenth
our passion is our illusion
The nicest attraction i ever felt
This feeling is stronger than storms and hurricanes
 
Because you're my beloved woman
The only one i can trust
The only one i can love as anyone
and the only star i can behold
 
Thank You
 
Michael Brainy
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Nature
 
Amazing nature
Great and beautiful is you
Full of unexplainable landscapes
That makes everyone ascend the heaven just by looking
 
Nature, amazing nature
Covered by the sky and sea
Beautiful is your colored garden
And inexplicable is your mystery
 
Amazing nature
I'm so such a fool
'Cause i can't describe you as such
As you really are
Only i can say is that your beauty amazes my eyes
My eyes becomees nude of passion
My imagination goes beyond the impossible
 
And i know that i'm fool
I'm such a fool
For not being able to describe you as such
as you really are.
 
Thank you!
 
Michael Brainy
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Soulmates
 
Like Sunrise and sunset
We are inseparables
Linked by the endless passion
This passion goes through my veins
I'm worthy, I'm worthy to this divine feeling
That breaks barrier
That makes the impossible
 
You're my muse, my sweetheart
Your warm embrace makes my body stuck in love
With no any way out
My thoughts gets lost when our arms are crossed
I might say we are soulmates
Linked by the endless passion
 
And if destiny put us away
Our story gonna be like a museum full of old legends
Like a mind filled of remorse
But we both know it's just a possibility
'Cause nobody even destiny can put us away
The Power of our love is stronger than any other power floating the universe
 
We are soulmates
And I'm worthy, I'm worthy to this divine feeling
That breaks barrier
And makes the impossible.
 
Thank you!
 
Michael Brainy
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